
Legislative Memorandum in Support
The NJ Low Embodied Carbon Concrete Leadership Act (NJ LECCLA)

A5223-Zwicker/S3732-Greenstein

With a separate support letter from



The undersigned organizations and businesses strongly support the NJ Low Embodied
Carbon Concrete Leadership Act (NJ LECCLA), A5223-Zwicker/S3732-Greenstein,
which would introduce a new low carbon emissions standard for concrete procurement
by New Jersey State public agencies and departments.

Cement: a major source of greenhouse gas emissions
Concrete is the most common building material on earth and its main binding
ingredient, Portland cement, is responsible for approximately 8% of total global
greenhouse gas emissions. There are many established and emerging alternatives to1

Portland cement in the market today that can dramatically lower the climate impact of
concrete without compromising safety or increasing project costs.

New Jersey’s landmark Global Warming Response Act (GWRA) identifies the
importance of reducing greenhouse gas emissions from industrial processes to achieve
the state’s ambitious 80x50 emissions reduction goals. Consistent with GRWA
objectives, NJ LECCLA would establish a market-based policy pathway to reduce
emissions from cement and concrete production.

New Jersey can grow the low carbon concrete market through its
procurement policy
Establishing a viable market for low-emissions concrete requires committed early
adopters to lead the way. New Jersey State government is one of the largest
purchasers of concrete in the state and is therefore strongly positioned to fill this
catalytic role.

NJ LECCLA will incentivize New Jersey’s concrete and concrete component producers
to use low carbon ingredients and processes to increase the competitiveness of their
bids for state and state-funded construction projects through the use of a discount rate
for producers that use low carbon ingredients and processes.

A low cost, high impact policy
NJ LECCLA’s discount rate incentive controls price escalation and empowers local
concrete manufacturers to adopt and prioritize low carbon alternatives that are cost
effective and locally available. No new rebates or other monetary transfers are
introduced with this legislation.

1 Czigler, T., Reiter, S., Schulze, P. and Somers, K. Laying the foundation for zero-carbon cement. May 2020.
McKinsey & Company.



The legislation’s low cost Environmental Product Declaration tax credit is designed to
accelerate and increase participation by local concrete manufacturers. The credit is
capped at $3,000 per plant, and is designed to expire two years after this low-carbon
procurement program is established. Fewer than 100 facilities in New Jersey would be
eligible for the credit, ensuring a minimal fiscal impact.

Enacting NJ LECCLA would help establish New Jersey as a national leader for low
carbon concrete production, as well as a leader in the emerging market for low-emission
“carbontech” products and services. Seizing this early position would contribute to the
state’s job rich cleantech economy, while creating new value adding 21st century
product and service opportunities for the state’s existing local concrete businesses.

To sign on to Co-Sponsor or Multi-Sponsor, email:
● Asm. Andrew Zwicker: asmzwicker@njleg.org
● Sen. Linda Greenstein: sengreenstein@njleg.org

Contact: Sue Dorward, NJ advocacy lead & volunteer for the OpenAir Collective
E: susan.dorward@raritanval.edu; C:732-754-9539

Signatories
Architecture 2030
Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissions
Carbon180
Environment New Jersey
Environmental Defense Fund
Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure
M&E Engineers
Natural Resources Defense Council
New Jersey Conservation Foundation
New Jersey League of Conservation Voters
New Jersey PACE
New Jersey Sustainable Business Council
OpenAir Collective
Possible Planet
Somerset County Business Partnership
SSP Architects
Tri-County Sustainability Alliance
See also the US Green Building Council’s support letter on the next page.
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